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In the Spirit of Ecumenism, many of the doctrinal agreements made 

between different Christian groups are unfortunately vague and look to come into 

union by overlooking important theological differences. This is very much abused 

between relations with Eastern Orthodox and Protestants, who differ so much in language 

and history that it is very difficult to really understand whether or not there is an 

agreement. However, in the past when polemics were being sharpened and dogma was of 

the outmost importance for Christians, the leaders of certain groups were not afraid to 

admit where they disagreed with each other. The importance in any dialogue is to 

understand the history of relations which shape our future relations. As a result, a review 

of the history behind the first major interactions between Protestants and the Eastern 

Orthodox Church is utilized; discussing what lead to the initial contact between the two 

bodies of Christians and then focus is shifted to the letters sent between Patriarch 

Jeremias II and the Tübingen Lutherans. It is the contention of this essay that the dialogue 

between the Eastern Orthodox and Tübingen Lutherans broke down because of the 

differences in how authority and salvation were understood, at a time when both parties 

believed union was only possible through a shared common faith. 
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The History Leading to contact between the Eastern Church and the Lutherans. 

The Orthodox Church found itself under political and spiritual leadership changes 

with the rule of the Ottoman Empire Turks.   Before the fall of Constantinople Cardinal 

Isodore, a Greek man who was loyal to Rome and believed a union with the West could 

save the Byzantine Empire, was given the title by Rome as the Patriarch of 

Constantinople.  When Constantinople fell, Mohammad the Conquer realized it would be 

a strategic problem to hold his territories if he left the Patriarchate empty or if a patriarch 

loyal to Rome was the successor.  Thus, the Ottoman Empire would find itself dabbling 

in the elections of Patriarchs in order to establish anti-Roman leaders.
1
 Furthermore, all 

Orthodox Christians under the Ottoman Empire were put under the sole rule of the 

Patriarchate,
2
 resulting in the Patriarchate taking the role of the spiritual center for most 

Orthodox Christians. Thus, the patriarchate became a natural first contact point for those 

interested in pursuing relations with the Orthodox.
3
 Fast forward to 1572 and 

Metrophanes III was removed from the patriarchate for his Roman allegiance, something 

both the Ottoman Empire disliked as well as the Orthodox peoples, and was replaced by 

Jeremias II.
4
 For the Ottoman Empire their goal from stopping any kind of union with 

Rome was political, for the Orthodox it was theological.  However, the Orthodox still 
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looked to the west for political reasons and for liberation.
5
 Thus, given the anti-Roman 

sentiment from the Orthodox Church and its gaze to the west for political support, the 

atmosphere was ripe for contact and friendships to develop between the Protestant west, 

who also shared opinions that were anti-Roman.  

Luther was accustomed to looking to the Eastern Orthodox Church for use in his 

polemics against Rome, leading to a sort of feeling of shared common ideals with the 

Orthodox Church.
6
 In the Leipzig dispute between Luther and Eck, the debate shifted to 

the topic of the Pope’s primacy (a subject which Luther was known to become passionate 

in his polemics).
7
   He spoke of the Greek Church as a group who had not been under 

Rome and yet who continued the “practice of the whole Church”
8
 which “even Rome 

itself dare not call heretics or schismatics because of it.”
9
 Luther also wrote that the 

Greek Church “believe as we do… [and] preach as we do”
10

 and that they were “the most 

Christian people and the best followers of the Gospel on earth.”
11

 Indeed, Luther saw the 

Greek Church as an ally against Rome, which he called the antichrist, praying and 

exhorting the Greek church to resist Rome together with him “by all means [and] to 
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remain constant in this their opinion.”
12

 The opinion spoken about here is the Eastern 

Orthodoxy’s resistance to Rome’s claim of authority.  Thus, Martin Luther idealized the 

Eastern Orthodox Church setting up an ideal and positive environment for later Lutheran 

leaders to contact the Eastern Church.  

This idealization of Luther’s was not malicious or deceitful; instead, the 

development of the Greek Augsburg confession is a testimony to the Luther and his 

successors’ belief that the Eastern Church was true to apostolic tradition. In the polemics 

that went back and forth between both the Romans and the Lutherans, both bodies looked 

to the Eastern Orthodox as a faithful representative of an ancient tradition to bolster their 

attacks against each other.
13

 This belief of Luther’s became an ecumenical mission for 

Luther’s contemporary Phillip Melanchthon and his students.
14

 Melanchthon saw the 

reformed church as not being an innovator, but as a Church that had come back to the 

apostolic faith.
15

 With Rome’s good opinion of the Eastern Church, acquiring an 

agreement from the Eastern Church that Lutheran dogma was apostolic would become a 

decisive blow against the Roman’s accusation of innovation against the Lutherans.
16

 

Thus, a Greek translation of the Augsburg confession was developed with the expectation 

that the Patriarch would agree with everything written in it. It was received by Patriarch 
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Jeremias II in 1575. 
17

 Most telling of the Lutherans belief in their apostolic continuation 

is the title of this Augsburg confession version which begins with “CONFESSION OF 

THE ORTHODOX FAITH.”
18

 This title reveals the presumption that the Lutheran Faith 

and the Greek faith were a shared orthodox faith. Furthermore, in a letter sent with the 

confession it read, “As far as we know, we have both embraced and preserved the faith”
19

 

and that this faith was the faith of “the God-bearing fathers and patriarchs, and the seven 

[ecumenical] synods.”
20

 What we see in this in this paragraph is that the Lutherans 

believed their differences were cultural, not dogmatic. 

The dialogue between the Lutherans and Orthodox. 

The first Patriarchal reply was sent on 15 May, 1576
21

 and was unfortunately not 

what the Lutherans were expecting, revealing the major differences in theology between 

the Lutherans and the Eastern Orthodox. The Lutherans were fairly optimistic that the 

agreement between the east and themselves would succeed.
22

 Patriarch Jerimias II’s first 
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response was polite and exalting by referring to the Germans as “most wise… beloved 

children… sensible men.”
23

 However, the Patriarch’s final remarks in this first letter to 

the Lutherans was the condition that “if you will follow the Apostolic and Synodal 

decrees in harmony with us and will submit to them… then you will indeed be in 

communion with us.”
24

 The conditional word “if” in the response infers that at the 

moment of writing this response, Patriarch Jeremias II believed the Germans were not yet 

apostolic like the Eastern Church was. Thus, the first reply could only be disheartening 

for the Lutherans who believed the Eastern Church was theologically in substance, 

Lutheran.  

One of the main contentions in the Patriarchs reply to the Lutherans was on their 

doctrine of faith alone. The Lutherans quoted St. Ambrose as saying, "this is arranged by 

God, that he who believes in Christ might be saved, who without work by faith alone 

attains to the remission of sins."
25

 The Patriarch concerned about article VI, wrote that “it 

is necessary to join our good works together with the mercy from above.”
26

  With the 

patriarch denying that the “faith alone” doctrine was apostolic, which Rome also had 

accused of being an innovation,
27

 would have no doubt again caused the Lutherans a 

great deal stress and disappointment. 

Another subtle issue arises from the nature of authority for the East and for the 

Lutherans, causing an impasse in agreement for union. Lutherans held that if one were to 
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“regard divine scripture to be sufficient” and yet not “accept everything which has been 

said by the holy fathers or promulgated by the synods,”
28

 they could not be considered 

heretics.  Jerimias II was concerned with the disregard of the Holy fathers when the 

Lutherans wrote, “the writings of the holy fathers and the dogmas of the synods cannot 

have the same power and authority as the holy scriptures.” Without seeing the fathers as 

authoritative because they were led by the Holy Spirit, the fear that one might leave the 

true faith behind even with the Scriptures was a worry for Patriarch Jerimias II.  The 

Patriarch anxious of this problem wrote “we may not rely upon our own interpretation 

and understand and interpret any of the words of the inspired Scripture except in accord 

with the theologizing Fathers.”
29

 Thus, for Patriarch Jerimias II, what denotes the truth 

and the fullness of the faith is adherence to the mind of the Church Fathers, then anyone 

who would deny this, surely would never be able to come into communion with the 

Orthodox Church.  

Not only that, for Patriarch Jeremias II the Lutheran insistence on pitting the 

Scripture against the church fathers was to question what being the Church is. And so 

Patriarch Jerimias II writes, that the “Church of Christ, according to Saint Paul, is the 

‘pillar and bulwark of the truth.’”
30

   The Church, even if it sometimes its members go 

out of tune with the chorus of the Holy Spirits’ work, is still none the less lead by the 

Spirit and so authoritative in matters of truth. Namely, Orthodox Christians do not insist 

on a dogmatic single interpretation of one passage. Instead, Orthodox Christians are to 

possess the chorus of the fathers, so that they their thinking and life would play out like 
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the Savior who the Christian saints were united to.  And so Patriarch Jerimias II wrote, 

“we are well informed by your letters that you will never be able to agree with us; or 

rather, to assent to the truth.”
31

 Revealed here is that the Eastern Christian Church, its 

members and its dogma, is being equated with the truth. Additionally, Patriarch Jerimias 

II wrote that “the life in Christ consists, it is believed, has both its beginning and its 

future perfection in and through these”
32

  when referring to the sacraments the fathers 

spoke of. In doing so, he was confirming that the fullness of the Church is accomplished 

through doctrinal unity and receiving the tradition that was given to the east.  To reject 

the fathers’ teachings and to reduce the sacraments to only two, was not to live a full life 

in Christ, and such an institution that proposed living only a partial life for Christ, could 

not be the Church. Thus, the nature of who the church is, was in a way defended by the 

Patriarch. However, it appears the Lutherans were unaware of the ecclesiological turmoil 

that Patriarch Jerimias II saw, since they continued to defend their well-articulated 

arguments.  

Ultimately, the dialogue did not end well for any of the parties. Patriarch Jerimias 

II second reply likewise warned the Lutherans to “put far away from you every irrational 

innovation, which the host of Ecumenical Teachers and of the Church has not 

accepted.”
33

  Each reply the Lutherans gave, they tried defending their interpretations. In 

the end, Patriarch Jerimias II sent his last reply to the Lutherans asking them “from 

henceforth… do not cause us more grief, nor write to us on the same subject if you 
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should wish to treat these luminaries and theologians of the Church in a different 

manner… Therefore, going about your own ways, write no longer concerning dogmas.”
34

  

After this third response, the Lutherans sent their last reply stating that their Ausburg 

confession “will neither today nor ever be re-vised.”
35

 Both parties, when they 

understood that they could no longer convert each other gave up upon the idea of budging 

from which each party felt was the truth. Thus, the original intent of the dialogue was 

never achieved.  

Evaluation 

The importance of these differences is thankfully not being overlooked in the 

latest dialogue between Lutherans and Orthodox. n the 13th Session of the Lutheran and 

Orthodox Joint Commission, a document was released giving an overview of what the 

Orthodox Church and Lutherans agree on.
36

  As Jerimias II pointed out, The Orthodox 

really do believe the Eucharist is not only a sacrament, but also a sacrifice.
37

 he document 

in point two tries to better explain what each mean by sacrifice, even stating the 

criticisms both parties have against each other, which is promising if we indeed are 

interested in truth. However, the agreement has some problems. However, the agreement 

has some problems. Consider the language of the Lutheran’s views on consubstantiation. 

Namely,  that the elements do not change into the presence of Christ, language that is 

rejected by the Orthodox Church. This is because the Orthodox really believe that it is 
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Christ’s Body and Blood, and there is a rejection of language that wishes to establish the 

“how,” especially language that appears to negate such a physical sacrament. However, to 

completely reject transubstantiation is not what the Orthodox is trying to do.  However, to 

completely reject transubstantiation is not what the Orthodox is trying to do.  The article 

overstates its case as many Orthodox have used the language of transubstantiation in 

synods and councils. Patriarch Jerimias II’s example should give us encouragement to be 

as honest as possible with these modern  documents and make the proper adjustments. 

Even if they break the common agreement originally agreed upon because of confusion 

from the parties. If the goal is to come into union with those who share the same faith, 

then these newest documents look promising. 

In conclusion, a lack of a common approach in order to obtain a common goal in 

dialogue has been shown to lead to an impasse of union through the dialogue between 

Patriarch Jeremias and the Tübingen Lutherans. Although both parties were interested in 

union, Patriarch Jerimias II was not interested in convincing the Eastern Doctrines 

through argument, but rather his interest was expounding what the Orthodox have always 

believed.
38

 Namely, Jerimias II spent more time clarifying the Orthodox perspective by 

showing the fathers held to their faith, whereas the Lutherans defaulted more to 

arguments for the validity of their interpretations through Scripture. Although both parties 

came into dialogue looking for union, both had different understandings of what 

constitutes a convincing argument,
39

 leading to a breakdown of dialogue. 
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